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To Find Fabric and Patterns 

 

Visit the Casual Elegance website … www.casualelegancefabric.com 

 

1. Click on Fabric 

2.  Click on January Featured Fabrics  

3.  Refer to general fabric and pattern categories listed for other products. 

 

 ALL pattern references are EXCUSIVELY Loes Hinse Design and Studio patterns. 

 

 

CONTENTS 

 

Page 2  Information, general 

Page 3-7  Bianca vs. Perfect Tee 

Page 8-9  The new Mediterranean Top Pattern   

Page 10-11  Pale Gray Knit with Black and Ivory and Coffee and Cream Tencel Gab 

Page 12-13  Palest Gray with Charcoal Knit 

Page 14-15  Grayed Plum Knit 

Page 16  Sale Fabrics 

Page 17  Eye Candy  

Page 18  Barcelona Info for Next Edition 

Page 19  Classic Coat 

Page 20  Contact Info, etc. 

 

PLEASE NOTE :     REGARDING BARCELONA JACKET PATTERN INSTRUCTIONS 

#11 should read 3/4” folded under creating the facing NOT 1 1/2” 

Newest printed patterns have been corrected. 

 

See page 20 for Loes’ Seminar dates. 

All seminars now have vacancies. 
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          Bianca      Perfect Tee 

WHICH TEE TOP WILL IT BE? 
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THE QUESTION! 

    

“What is the difference between the Bianca and the Perfect Tee patterns?”    

            An intriguing question often asked by customers. 

               Both are Loes Hinse Design “tee top” patterns. 

 

We decided to take a closer look and see what the difference is. Loes Hinse has several other won-

derful ‘tee top’ patterns. The two mentioned and the comparison of those two seem to evoke the 

most questions. Thus, this article discusses those two patterns in particular. First of all let me say, Loes 

uses the Bianca Pattern in her Studio. From her perspective, it has a more universal fit. The Bianca 

works best for most people walking into her store.  

However. there are those who don’t necessarily fit the ‘universal’ pattern. Or maybe it isn’t so much 

fit as it is preference. 

I used the Perfect Tee pattern for years. It was my “go to” top pattern. I loved it. I had a gazillion of 

them! Then awhile back, I started second guessing myself. I thought if Loes uses the Bianca and it fits 

most people, maybe I should switch. So, I did. Also, during this period of time, clothing in general be-

came more fitted. The Bianca to me looked a tad more fitted. 

So, many Bianca’s later and after receiving many customer inquiries regarding which of these pat-

terns were ‘best,’ I took a second look at the Perfect Tee. I did more than look … I made one. I tried 

it on and did the usual gawking in the mirror. I decided then and there, the Perfect Tee was my 

choice.  

Why? It is body type or body build or whatever you call it. I am not necessarily broad across the 

shoulders, but my bust line is larger and my shoulders appear broader. Wearing the Bianca (and I 

still will wear those in my closet), I feel the fabric above the bust line across the upper chest is ‘body 

hugging.’ There was no ease to speak of in that area. I felt like my bust was too prominent. And as a 

Bianca sidelight, I insert a V Neck more like the Perfect Tee’s V Neck version. As Loes suggested, a V 

Neck works well for a fuller bust. When I put on my Perfect Tee, there is more ‘space’ (ease) in the 

upper chest, and the fabric drapes in that area. For me it is a softer and more casual look. The 

broader neckline and upper chest area seem to balance out the bust line.  

Another thing, I always felt like the Bianca was so close to my neck—even when inserting the V 

neck. The Perfect Tee had much more space. For me that meant more comfort—even in cooler 

weather when you might think it would be too cool as it allows for more cool air to hit the body at 

the neckline! But then I live in California! 

So, with my new Perfect Tee and a closet full of Bianca’s, I decided to really find out what the differ-

ence is. I think the drawings and information on the next two pages will shed some light on this intri-

guing difference!  
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I set out to see what actually was going on!                                                          

First let’s look at the front pattern pieces. 

 

If you look at the drawing below, the red line is the Perfect Tee and green is the Bianca.      

I compared View A on the Bianca with View A (higher neckline) on the Perfect Tee.  

 

 

Moving Counter Clockwise 

 

 

1. Center front:   

The difference is barely            

noticeable—maybe 1/8”. The 

Perfect Tee is a tad lower than 

the Bianca.  

 

2. Neckline at shoulder:   

The Perfect Tee neckline slants 

more toward the shoulders while 

the Bianca’s neckline fits closer 

up on the neck.  The difference  

is 1 1/8” . 

     

3. Shoulder seam:        

The Bianca shoulder seam is higher starting with 1/8” at the neck slanting upward to 1/4”  differ-

ence at armscye. 

 

4. Top of armscye: 

The Perfect Tee top at the  armscye slants out 1 1/8” farther than the Bianca.  

 

5. Armscye at side seam: 

The armscye shape curves differently ending with  Perfect Tee 3/8” deeper than Bianca. 

 

1 

2 34 

5    
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Now let’s look at the sleeves. 

 

The red line is the Perfect Tee and green is the Bianca.      

 

 

 

 

      Moving counter clockwise 

1. Front of sleeve: 

The Bianca’s front of sleeve curves dipping 3/8” below the Perfect Tee.  Both sleeve fronts 

meet at the under arm seam. 

 

2. Sleeve cap: 

The Bianca sleeve cap is 1” higher than the Perfect Tee. 

 

3. Back of sleeve: 

The Bianca’s  back curve meets the Perfect Tee at the under arm seam.  

2 

3 
1 
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So there you have it!  The Perfect Tee vs. the Bianca 

 

Which one will you choose? 

 

Remember:   Loes uses the Bianca as a more universally fitting tee top.  

 

 

Here are some general guidelines: 

 

 

 

 How a top fits is a personal choice. Some like looser fitting garments.  

        Some prefer a more fitted look.  

 If you are small, more than likely the Bianca is your choice. 

 If you have noticeably broad shoulders, check out the Perfect Tee. 

 If you have noticeably narrow shoulders, the Bianca is a good choice. 

 If you have a larger bust line and not necessarily broad shoulders,   

   the Perfect Tee is a good choice. The wider neckline balances 

       the larger bust line. 

 If you have a larger build that is in proportion, either the Bianca or     

   Perfect would work. It would be a personal choice.  
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Announcing the newest “top” pattern …  

      AVAILABLE  Jan. 25th ... 

         the Mediterranean  

 

 

If this looks like a “tweak” we 

did last year, it is similar. In an 

earlier edition of “The Look,” 

we included instructions for 

changing the Bianca into a 

two piece body pattern. 

 

Loes has now refined that 

“tweak” into a gorgeous top 

with fabric mix options. The 

same fabric can be used as 

in photo at right. Or a mix of 

fabrics, both knit and woven, 

can be used for the yolk 

and/or front and back of 

body. However, a knit fabric 

must be used for the sleeves. 

 

 

 

Mix it up! Use up those smaller pieces of leftovers.                                                      

Or use the same fabric “showing off” the yolk insertion.  
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The new Mediterranean Top pattern offers maximum flexibility             

for mix and matching fabric. 

 

 

Loes used a rather transparent knit.  For less     

see-through on the bottom, she layered  chiffon 

over the knit.  

 

Note:  To avoid the chiffon shrinking after 

  garment completion,  it is most im-

  portant to use either prewashed/

  dried chiffon or our new        

  microfiber chiffon. The micro chiffon 

  does not shrink. It  was used on     

  garment in photo. 

  Look for white microfiber chiffon 

   on the website. 

 

Note:  Woven fabric can be used on the 

  bottom front and back of this  

  pattern. It should be washed/dried  

  so there is some “stretchiness.”  

 

Note:  Knit fabric must be used on the sleeves.  

 

    Pattern will have more information. 
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We have four new fabrics that fit that bill. Three are sweater knits—not that heavy. The 

weight of these knits is lighter and say “transition,” as Loes puts it. Grab your favorite tee 

pattern, tank pattern, and the Barcelona Jacket pattern. And get your pant pattern for the new 

Coffee with Cream Tencel Gab. Now choose 

which fabric you want! 

 

  First, a beautiful Ivory  with Charcoal  Blue Knit   

hints at palest gray in the weave. Featuring very 

subtle 1/16” horizontal zig-zaggy threads.  

 

In the photo, Loes includes  a Cap Tee worn under a 

Barcelona cardigan. Beautiful. 

This will take you into spring! The knit’s weight is 

light enough to  wear in warmer weather. The Cap 

Tee and cardigan provide flexibility.  Or sew a    

Bianca or Perfect Tee. 

Wear with black, gray, 

ivory, or the new Coffee 

w/Cream tencel gab.  

 

Barcelona neckline   

 

See this fabric in             

Loes’ store  on next page 

. 

Check out your calendar … winter is still here! That is for those of you in the 

Northern Hemisphere. However, you are probably thinking, “I am tired of this 

winter wardrobe!” Yes, it is still winter and you need a pick-me-up! 
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Here it is …     fabric from previous page    

   Cap Tees and Barcelonas on Loes’ rack! 

The pants hanging next to the pale gray knit are the new Coffee w/

Cream Tencel Gab.  Fabulous with gray and just about everything else! 

Always a basic, black pants are hanging next to the Coffee w/Cream. 

Note the other black garments. Here is a versatile wardrobe! 
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Second, another beautiful fabric …  

      IVORY W/BLUE GRAY KNIT 

 

 

This knit, although similar to the first new 

knit on previous 2 pages is different! A soft, 

almost fuzzy, appearance lends itself to a 

more loosely woven knit. The fabric hints of 

blue although the threads are ivory and blu-

ish gray. Held up to the light, there are spac-

es between the knitted threads! The fabric is 

very light weight. Again, one that is perfect 

for transitioning into warmer weather. This is 

the perfect cardigan to have in your ward-

robe. It can be slipped over anything when a 

little warmth is needed.  Wear while it is still 

cold outside or think air conditioned spaces 

and cooler evenings.  

 

This knit reads pale blue/gray with the darker 

blue in the weave. The ivory  threads woven 

with charcoal blue gives its heathery appear-

ance. It is a beautiful fabric! Think pale 

grayed blue with a touch of darker blue! 

 

If cardigan jackets are not your ‘thing’, this 

fabric is perfect for a Bianca or Perfect Tee! 

You will probably want a cami under it. 

 

This knit can be worn with just about everything! Even those jeans! 
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Back inside Loes’ beautiful Studio. 

Always a sophisticated ambiance with her 

artistic touches creating a beautiful back-

ground for her garments and accessories. 

 

Another rack in Loes store  

showcasing her incredible mixes of coordinates. 

Ivory w/blue  

knit from      

previous page. 
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    And another gorgeous new knit ... 

         GRAYED PLUM 

 

You will love this one! 

 

 

Again a very light weight knit with an open 

weave quality. It  has a lighter thread woven 

into the knit creating an almost tone on 

tone look. Many colors coordinate with this 

fabric— black, gray, navy, ivory, denim, even 

our new Coffee and Cream Tencel Gab. 

 

This is not only a great color to wear now, 

but is great for transitioning into warmer 

weather. 
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Animal Print w/hint    

of Mauve, Rayon      

Jersey 

Black and Mauve 

Sweater Knit 

 

See cardigan and scarf 

on later page 

Black/Ivory Horizontal 

Weave Knit 

 

See cardigan on later page 

  Great transition garment! 

Cocoa w/Hint of 

Mauve Open Weave 

Knit  

See scarf on later page 

 

SALE PRICED … all $10/yard!  

Remember these?  Fabric now on sale! 

Included in sale …. 

all lace fabric 
Also on sale …  

white, cream, and 

ivory knits 

You cannot beat basic 

“white” tops any time 

of year! 

 

Sew a lace tank or 

other top for     

wearing under your 

new Barcelona! 
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Craving some eye candy? 
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You have seen lots of       

Barcelona Jackets 

(cardigans) in this issue      

of “The Look. “ 

 

The newest jacket in  

Loes Hinse’s Sutdio 

Patterns, it has 

enjoyed a lot of success! 

It is so easy to sew and      

so versatile. 

 

 

The question has been asked, how is it different from other of Loes’ jacket 

patterns? In the next edition, we will address that question. 
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  Connecting with an old friend … 

        the Classic Coat 

 

 

 

 

The first time I met Loes, 

she showed me this coat 

pattern. It had just been 

published. I was impressed! 

That was a long time ago. 

Time went on, lots of other 

patterns were produced, 

and the Classic Coat disap-

peared.  Well, it seemed 

that way!  

One day when working in 

Loes’ storage shed, we were 

pulling out boxes of 

patterns to be placed in my 

SUV so they could be 

moved to their new home … 

my store.  Lo and behold, 

Loes unearthed a box partly filled with none other than the long forgotten Classic Coat 

pattern!  That was a find. It has taken a few months, but it is now up on the Casual Elegance 

website ready for purchase. The amount available is limited. Don’t delay in ordering. This is 

truly one of Loes’ classic creations! 
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Casual Elegance, Sharon Lyon 

P.O. Box 6453 

Chico, CA  95927 

 

 

P  530.343.6838    E      info@casualelegancefabric.com     

F  530.894.5321    W    casualelegancefabric.com 

Loes Hinse Studio, Loes Hinse 

San Carlos Square, between 5th & 6th on San Carlos St. 

P.O. Box 93921 

Carmel, CA  92921 

 

P    831.620.1060 

 

2015 LOES HINSE CARMEL SEWING SEMINARS 

March 6-10  

March 20-25 

October 2-6 

October 23-27 

All seminars at this point in time have vacancies available.  

©  2015    The Look is written and published by Loes Hinse and Sharon Lyon.  

 

 

 

We have enjoyed bringing you another issue 

of our online publication, “The Look.”  

 

The photo says it all … Loes’ sense of classic, 

timeless style. This picture features the new 

Mediterranean Top pattern mixed with    

classic black pants and shawl.                                        

This definitely is … the “Loes Look!” 

 


